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RECORD NUMBER : 104-10092-10394
RECORD SERIES : JFK
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DOCUMENT INFORMATION

AGENCY ORIGINATOR : CIA
FROM : MEXICO CITY
TO : DIRECTOR
TITLE : CABLE RE POSSIBLE SURVEILLANCE OF CLETO SOUZA.
DATE : 10/11/1963
PAGES : 1

SUBJECTS : SURVEILLANCE
          CABLE
          WITHHELD
          WITHHELD
          SOUZA, CLETO

DOCUMENT TYPE : PAPER
CLASSIFICATION : SECRET
RESTRICTIONS : 1B
CURRENT STATUS : RELEASED IN PART PUBLIC - RELEASED WITH DELETIONS
DATE OF LAST REVIEW : 01/29/96
COMMENTS : JFK32 : F2 : 1996.01.29.16:42:51:120028

[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED  104-10092-10394
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: WH 8  (WH COPY SLOTTED AT 1430 11 OCT LMG)
INFO: CI, CI/GPS, CI/CA, FI, RF, VR

111559Z

PRIORITY PAY INFO PRIORITY DIP CIRI MEXIX 6498
REF: A. PACY 7901 (G27/04)
B. DIP 74472

1. AS ADDITIONAL PROTECTION HYAP, DO NOT INTEND INVOLVE
RUPPEL RAPIDO VERRERA PEPONGO BUT MAY NEED LATTER'S CURRENT MEXI
ADDRECE, AS WELL AS PREVIOUS ONES KNOWN TO HYAP AND/OR HYADIZ.
ACCOUNT DEPARTURE POSSIBLE SURVEILLANCE GEIO SOUZA. ALSO NEED
KNOW NATIONALITY PASSPORT HE HOLDING.

2. LITEMPO ASSURES STATION THERE WILL BE NO LEGAL PROBLEMS
OR SCANDAL AS RESULT PICKUP AND CONFISCATION MONEY. IF SUCCESSFUL,
WILL BE DONE QUIETLY AND PROBABLY AT AIRPORT WHEN SOUZA
DEPARTS LEAVE.
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